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Benefits
of your
OneCard
Emily Hills
and Trevor Cannon
Contributing Writers

OneCards are a topic that should
be on the minds of all new and
returning Salt Lake Community
College students.
“Just got my OneCard. Lookin’
slick. It’s got a nice little Bruin bear
on it, and looks like a credit card,”
said one Salt Lake Community
College student, Justin Parkinson.
For students getting new (or
swapping out their old) OneCards,
there are many incentives to doing
so. The first is the opportunity to win
a free iPad 2. Second, by placing
five dollars on the Bruin Bucks side
of the card, students receive a free
SLCC t-shirt and lanyard.
“We get a lot of students that
come to put money on their
OneCard, and are surprised to hear
that they get a free shirt and entered
to get a free iPad 2,” explained
Salt Lake Community College
Photo by Toni Tippetts employee Raymi Gutierrez.
Something that students will
The Healing Field at Sandy’s City Hall displays over 3,000 flags in memory of those lost on September
11, 2001. Upon each flag hangs a note containing the name, age and short biography of an individual
OneCard/Continued on page A3
lost that day. (Photos continued on page 3)

REMEMBERING

9/11/01
Bikers and
community
members
gather to
remember
heroes lost
David Bell
Staff Reporter

Last Saturday, bikers from all
over the Wasatch Front remembered
the 10-year anniversary of the
September 11 tragedy by getting
together for a ride to raise money for
charity. Called “Fire Ride,” the ride
took the crew from South Valley
Harley Davidson at 8868 South 450
West in Sandy up to Sandy’s Healing
Field for the unveiling of a new
September 11 memorial monument.
Then the group rode up to Ogden for
the unveiling of a monument with a

motorcycle police escort all the way.
“This is an amazing show of
patriotism, people taking time out
of their lives for local charities
that were born out of the World
Trade Center attacks,” said Bryan
Brown, marketing director for
Intermountain Harley Davidson and
the event organizer said.
Bikers were taking the charity
ride for many different reasons. As
one biker said, “Where else would I
be today?”
Dirk Barkbull was taking the ride
for personal reasons.
“My dad was a firefighter for
30 years. I’m here to support the
firefighters. He (my dad) put his life
on the line for other people,” he said.
“I’m here to honor the folks who
served on 9/11,” Rod Turner said.
“I was in the National Guard, Air
Force and have served overseas a
couple of times.”
The first stop on the ride was the
Healing Field, where there were
3,000 American flags on display.

Vet Mobile visits SLCC
David Bell
Staff Reporter

Last Thursday, September 8,
the Veteran’s Mobile parked in the
Student Center parking lot from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. The Vet Mobile visits
Salt Lake Community College to
let veterans know of their benefits
and to offer counseling services.
The operator of the Vet Mobile,
Dave Brown, was set up outside
the parked vehicle with flyers
about programs for vets and to
talk to them about benefits student
veterans may be entitled to. There
were flyers telling vets about free
counseling at the Veteran’s Center
on 1354 East and 3300 South. The
department of Veterans Affairs
had a brochure about health care
benefits, plus there were three more
pamphlets on the same subject.
The Veteran’s Center at the school
is in cooperation with the Salt Lake
Vet Center, which sponsors the Vet
Mobile. It is usually scheduled to
come to the school four times a

Attached to each flag was a card
with the name of a person who died
that day, along with their name, age
and a paragraph about them.
The bikers, along with many
other people, were witness to the
ceremony before the unveiling of
the new monument. Members of the
community such as Senator Mike
Lee, Congressman Jason Chavetz,
Congressman Jim Matheson, exUtah Jazz head coach Frank Layden
and ex-Utah Jazz player Thurl
Bailey offered remarks.
Master of Ceremonies Rod
Arquette thanked everyone for
being there to honor the fallen.
“Innocent Americans going about
their day ended up losing their lives
to terrorists,” Arquette said. “We are
also here to honor our military.”
The highlight of the ceremony
was when Bailey sang “God Bless
America” with the audience joining
him.
The
unveiling showed a
monument depicting the three

firefighters who attached an
American flag to a pole and raised
it on the rubble that was once the
World Trade Center.
“I’m here to honor the people who
have died on 9/11,” Richard Conte,
biker said.
After the ceremony the bikers
were treated to a free lunch and then
they made their trek to Ogden. In
Ogden there was another monument
unveiling, this one of two firefighters
holding a firefighter’s helmet.
Mike Leathem is the Ogden
organizer for the event, he is a
volunteer firefighter since 1981, and
is with Uintah Fire. The monument
represents all the firefighters in
America who have lost their lives
in the line of duty. We are in the
process of building a wall similar
to the Vietnam memorial wall in
Washington for firefighters that have
died in America. We will ring a bell
and read the names of the firefighters
who have died in the line of duty in
the past year,” he said.

Mentoring workshops
to begin next Tuesday

year.
“The Vet Mobile is part of United
States Veteran’s Affairs. We’re the
smallest part of the VA. I’m here
to talk about counseling,” Brown
said.
Brown went on to say, “We do
counseling for Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder, or PTSD. We also
counsel for military sexual trauma,
which is becoming more prevalent.
We also do grief and bereavement
counseling mostly for families who
have lost someone.”
“We’re mostly here to help
combat veterans adjust to combat
experiences. We want vets to know
that we are only a phone call away,”
Brown said.
Everything the Vet Center does is
to help combat vets. It offers peerto-peer counseling and most of the
counselors are vets and most of
them are combat veterans.
Lucas Van Dijkk is a veteran
who has served overseas in the

College already is tough so finding extra motivation to keep on moving
forward can sometimes be hard. Finding the right person who is willing
to give you the motivation and lead you to the correct path can be even
harder, yet it is not impossible.
The Multicultural Initiatives (MCI) at the Taylorsville Redwood Campus
is offering a menu of programs this year. The programs are designed to
introduce students to people who are currently working in various fields
in the hope that mentor relationships can be formed. Also, if students are
not sure what field they want to go into, these individuals can help them
figure out and then mentor them.
A team of college work-study specialists, along with Ana Archuleta,
MCI coordinator, will be coordinating the Ethnic Female and Male
Mentoring programs where a series of workshops on topics such as
gender roles and diversity will take place. Additionally, the Multi-Cultural
Advancement Program (MCAP) career program offers career exploration
workshops that will cover various careers presented by professionals from
the community.
The Ethnic Female Mentoring Program is designed to help and mentor
ethnic women, however that does not put a stop sign to those who would
like to attend the meetings and are not of a minority ethnicity. On the
contrary, all are more than welcome to come and join the program. In the
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Staff Reporter
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STUDENT EVENTS
WED/14

THURS/15

FRI/16

2pm-3pm
Free Study Skills
Workshop: Time Management @ Jordan
Campus SP Room 206

9am-2pm
University of Utah
Farmers Market @
200 S. Central Campus
Drive, SLC

9am-2pm
Murray Farmers Market @ Murray Park 200
E. 5200 S. Murray

6:30pm-8:30pm
Pasta Making Party
with Eat Local Challenge @ Viking Cooking School, 2233 S.
300 E. SLC

1pm-2pm
Free Study Skills
Workshop: Learning &
Memory @ TR Campus
BB Room 120

Sat/17

MON/19

TUE/20

9am-2pm
Murray Farmers Market @ Murray Park 200
E. 5200 S. Murray

3:30pm-6:30pm
Cheap Food! @ The
Community Food CoOp Warehouse 1726 S.
700 W. SLC

1pm-2pm
Free Study Skills
Workshop: Time Management @ South City
Campus Room N305

SLCC PICS

3pm-5pm
STARR Corporation
Volleyball Invitational
@ College of Southern
Idaho, ID
5pm-7pm
Soccer vs. Utah F.C.
(Men) @ 4500 S. 2200
W. SLC

11am-7pm
STARR Corporation
Volleyball Invitational
@ College of Southern
Idaho, ID

3pm-7pm
West Jordan Farmers Market @ 1985 W.
7800 S. West Jordan
4pm-8pm
Salt Lake City Downtown Farmers Market
@ Pioneer Park 350 S.
300 W. SLC

SUN/18

Each week a different picture from an SLCC campus will be featured. If you know the location and
campus of this week’s featured picture, enter to
win a prize by emailing your name and answer to
contest.globe@slcc.edu.

Submit student events to calendar.globe@slcc.edu
Visit slcc.edu/campusevents/calendar.asp
for more student events
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Across

coach Ewbank
who led the Jets
to a super Bowl
championship
sturdy mountain
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English derby site
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Place for a
sweater?
composer
stravinsky and
others
A Mexican might
sleep under it
Totally wrong
“Peer Gynt”
mother
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spot
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Emma of “The
Avengers”
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“Sex on the Moon” subject to speak at SLCC

Retraction

Shad Engkilterra

The advertisement for
the UTA passes at the
University of Utah was
inadvertently placed in the
SLCC Globe on 8/24, 8/31
and 9/7. The advertisement
has been replaced with
correct information and is
included in this issue.

Staff Reporter

Offering the moon to a
girlfriend is nothing new
in popular culture. Pecos
Bill did it for Slue-foot Sue.
George Bailey offered to
lasso the moon for Mary
in “It’s a Wonderful Life.”
It took Thad Roberts to
actually accomplish the feat
of stealing the moon for a
girl.
On
September
21,
Roberts, who stole real
moon rocks to impress a girl,
will be speaking to students
at Salt Lake Community

College. Scheduled to start
at noon, the talk will be in
the Student Event Center at
the Taylorsville Redwood
Campus.
His talk will discuss
overcoming fears and getting
students to “ask themselves
what they want out of life.”
“There’s nothing wrong
with not knowing what you
want to do in life,” said
Roberts, “but finding out
what you want to do can be
the most exciting thing.”
Roberts said that his story
is one of following dreams,
messing up and picking up
the pieces afterwards. He

grew up and decided he
wanted to be an astronaut. He
worked toward the necessary
degrees and got an internship
with NASA.
He was “working with the
people who decided who
were going to be astronauts.”
Then he promised his
girlfriend the moon. His
escapade got him what he
wanted – “sex on the moon.”
It also landed him in jail for
100 months where he hit
rock bottom.
Part of his life now is
Team Death Punch – a group
of people who find adventure
on the fly. From skydiving

to spelunking, Team Death
Punch attempts to help
people get out of their shell
and teach each other new
things. The group uses the
words “Adventure, Life,
Earth, Science, Sex” as its
motto. Roberts has also been
working on physics questions
that haven’t been addressed
and tutoring students.
Ben Mezrich, author
of
“The
Accidental
Billionaires,” the book
that inspired the Oscar
nominated movie “The
Social Network,” has written
an account of the “most
audacious heist in history”

Photos by Toni Tippetts

Left: A white balloon was released
in memory of each victim of the
September eleventh attacks.
Above: Bikers gathered to raise
money for a charity in rememberance of September 11th.

OneCard

Continued from page A1

notice about this year’s new
OneCard is that it can also
serve as a pre-paid debit
card through Discover.
Students can place money
on either the Bruin Bucks
side or the Discover side
to purchase items on Salt
Lake Community College’s
campus.
The
Discover
side can be used wherever
Discover is accepted.
Another feature of this
card is that if you have a

Veteran

Continued from page A1

Air Force. He is studying
business. “I’m not aware of
all the benefits, and some are
changing. My benefits are
helping me,” he said.
The Vet Mobile is
community based. It travels
to outlying areas of Utah
to either let vets know of
their benefits and to offer
counseling to vets who can’t
get it any other way because
of where they live. These

remaining balance in your
SLCC fund from tuition or
student fees, when set-up
properly, that remaining
balance will be deposited
directly to your OneCard.
“It’s really cool that my
OneCard can also be used
as a debit card,” said SLCC
student Brigett Whiteman.
“To be honest, I think that
for Discover to team-up with
a college seems like a good
business move on their part…
It’s awesome advertising and
good for students to start to
think about their own money
and budgeting,” says SLCC
student, David Cline.

Not only is the new
OneCard able to be used as
a debit card, it can also be
used as a key. On some of
the newer SLCC campuses
such as Miller and Jordan,
a swipe of the key card is
needed to get into most of
the classrooms and computer
labs.
If you’re a SLCC student
and haven’t picked up
your OneCard, know that
it’s a simple process. For
returning students registered
before summer semester that
already have a OneCard, you
can exchange your old card
for a new one in the basement

of the Student
C e n t e r .
However,
for you new
Bruins,
it’s
as simple as
going to the
information
desk, located
at the Student
C e n t e r ,
getting your
picture taken
and
then
enjoying your
new Salt Lake
Community
College ID.

areas include Kanab, Beaver
and Cedar City. If vets can’t
get to the VA Hospital, the
Vet Mobile will go to them.
“The Veteran’s Center
is family oriented, because
problems that affect vets also
affect the family,” Brown
said.
The Vet Center services are
free. The veteran’s service
has already paid for these
services. The Vet Center is
confidential.
“The Vet Mobile is a real
benefit for veterans. It’s
providing information to

veterans so they will know
there are other services
for them,” Darlene Head,
Veteran’s Center manager
said. “We’re hoping quite
a few veterans visit the Vet
Mobile. It depends on who’s
on campus during the visit.”
Veterans can contact The
Utah State Department of
Veterans Affairs at 801-3262372. The VA Salt Lake
City Health Care System is
located at 500 Foothill Drive
and their number is 801-5821565 extension 5246.
To contact the Veteran’s

Center
24
hours a day
7 days a
week,
vets
need to call
1-866-6445371 or go to
http://www.
v e t c e n t e r.
va.gov
T
h
e
Ve t e r a n ’ s
Center cannot
help veterans
who were not
honorably
discharged.

titled “Sex on the Moon.”
Mezrich did talk to and
email Roberts while writing
the book but took most of his
inspiration from FBI reports,
according to an interview
with Roberts in the Deseret
News on July 22, 2011. The
book has been optioned as a
film.
Roberts believes in the
power of dreams, and he says
that they should be shared.
“Tell friends and families
what your dreams are, so that
they can support them,” says
Roberts. “Dreams are more
likely to be accomplished
that way.”

Mentoring

Please Recycle

Continued from page A1

program the women will learn about gender roles, diversity
and many other things while they are meeting people who are
in the field they are going in to.
The workshops are going to start Tuesday, September
20. The first will go from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the
Taylorsville Redwood Campus, in lower level of the Student
Center Parlor B. Then the workshops are going to continue
to be held every Tuesday at the same time in the same place.
For more information on these workshops contact Roxana
Cordova at (801)957-3882.
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Maaike Bennett

office where he works for
thirty hours a week, he’s
doing multiple things at once.
First there are the two
computers he has open, a dual
flicker of screens revealing
lines of code on one and a
webpage on the other. Every
few minutes he will tweak the
first, then check the second as

Staff Reporter

The first impression one
receives of Nicolas Shelton,
the creator of BookRenew.
com is that of inherent
activity. Even at rest, sitting at
the computer desk of the Salt
Lake Community College

a miniscule alteration is made.
Meanwhile a novel sits on the
desk, his backpack heavily
placed behind him. The book
is, “The Catcher in the Rye,”
by J.D. Salinger and the book
bag an indication of the 15
credits Shelton is taking this
semester.
But the man himself is cool

SM

as a cucumber. “I’m busy
nonstop, all the time. I still
have spare time. Not much of
it, but it’s still there.”
He laughs as he says it,
eyes flickering intelligently
between the conversation
and his computer coding.
But those he speaks with
never feel left out or ignored;
it’s clear where his focus is,
and that focus is the topic of
conversation and what he’s
working on as current sole
programmer at SLCC.
BookRenew.com is a
brainchild of sorts, brought
on by seeing a need and
filling it.
“I was tired of paying for
books,” he explained. “I
came up with BookRenew.
com in August of last year,
and started working on it in
September.”
Shelton had already had
some experience with website
design, doing freelance work
before he was struck by this
inspiration. While the site he
initially created later turned
out to be unnecessary, the
experience itself was what
familiarized him with the

language of web design.
The CIS 2430 class he
took later, involving PHP and
headed by Bruce Worthen,
was what gave him the focus
to pull together his ideas.
From there he was able to
learn other coding languages,
such as HTML, CSS, AJAX,
Javascript, ASP and XML,
thereby refining the process
of bringing his creation to life
through his effort and that of
a handful of fellow students.
But it was all learned with
a specific purpose in mind: to
improve an area of life that
needed to be better.
BookRenew.com
is
“Selling Made Simple,” as
the website’s heading states.
It is a place where individuals
exchange data in order to buy
and sell books to one another
directly. But more than that,
it’s a comparison shop,
providing data from a variety
of locations such as Amazon.
com and googlebooks.com in
order to know exactly what
your book is worth and how
much to charge for it.
Similarly, two other handy
applications are under the

SEASON PASSES ON SALE NOW.
Consider this your new backyard.
Canyons didn’t just get bigger, it got a whole lot better. And with all our
recent upgrades – the new Orange Bubble Express, the new terrain park,
more terrain, and a massive ski beach with fantastic après ski offerings –
a Canyons season pass is a better value than ever.
Get the best price on season passes when you buy by October 15th at
thecanyons.com, or call 435.615.3410.

4 , 0 0 0 A c r e s o f Te r r a i n • O r a n g e B u b b l e E x p r e s s •
A p r è s S c e n e a t S k i B e a c h • Te r r a i n Pa r k

T H ECA N YO N S .CO M

Finally...

© 2011 The Canyons. All rights reserved.

Something to Cheer About!
$100 off HD Contact Lenses

Bausch + Lomb’s PureVision® 2 contact lenses with High Definition™
Optics. One year supply (4 boxes) $98 after applying $100 rebate,
while supply lasts.
E i g h t c o n v E n i E n t v a l l E y lo c at i o n s t o s E r v E y o u

University Moran Eye Center, 65 Mario Capecchi Drive, SLC, 801-585-6596
Greenwood Health Center, 7495 So. State Street, Midvale, 801-213-9520
Old Mill Medical Center, 6360 So. 3000 E., Cottonwood, 801-585-3937
Redwood Health Center, 1525 W. 2100 So., SLC, 801-213-9940
Riverton Primary Children’s Clinic, 3773 W. 12600 So., Suite 301, Riverton, 801-285-1474
South Jordan Health Center, 1091 W. South Jordan Pkwy., South Jordan, 801-213-9840
Stansbury Health Center, 220 Millpond Rd., Stansbury, 435-843-3040
Westridge Health Center, 3730 W. 4700 So., West Valley City, 801-213-9240
We accept most insurance plans. Cannot be combined
with any other promotions or other discounts. See store for details.

book listing options and the
use of the My Books section
of the site which allow you,
in the case of the former, to
price a book based on the
condition or the overall wear.
The second lets you upload
all the data from books
previously purchased so
that they can be sold again,
essentially making selling
your textbooks an easy,
almost fun process while you,
“cut out the middle man,”
BookRenew.com states.
But the biggest draw is
that there’s an emphasis on
protecting members’ personal
information in a rather
frightening world wide web.
“Think of this like a
classified system, but it’s
not,” said Shelton. “If you
go to ksl.com and you jump
on there, you’re looking
through all these listings
and you can see everyone’s
personal information, their
phone number, the city they
live in. All this information is
out there. Well, site scrappers,
which are websites that just
rip all of that information
off, can create databases of
phonebooks or whatever
they want with that personal
information and I feel that’s
wrong.”
Shelton is passionate as he
makes his point, then moves
on smoothly to explain his
answer to the problem.
“So on my site, if you want
to purchase a book you have
to find a listing and it’ll show
me everybody who has it.
It (the site) figures out that
there’s this book, here’s the
condition, I know that it’s in
Taylorsville, Utah, it’s five
miles away from where I’m
at. If I hit ‘agree and buy,’
then it sends the customer’s
information to my cell phone.
It also pops up on screen as
well, their email address and
phone number. So then I
contact the user from there.”
But all the selling is done
on an individual and very
private basis.
“We have nothing to do
with the sales. We’re just
allowing two people to meet
up. You don’t need their
address. And if you don’t
want your phone number in
there, you can tell them not
Book
/Continued on page A5
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2011 Preview: SLCC volleyball
Timothy Janssen
Staff Reporter

The
2011
women’s
volleyball season has begun
at Salt Lake Community
College. The Lady Bruins are
9-3 on the season so far. The
roster consists of 14 players,
nine of them being freshman
that were added in the
offseason. They are in season,
but do not begin conference
play for a few weeks. Leading
the squad is head coach Sue
Dulaney, who led the 2010
team to a 28-8 record. She
is entering her fourth year as
head coach.
As far as transitioning from
last year’s group and style
of play, determination and
reliance help to define this
year’s squad. “There’s been
a lot of learning going on,”

coach Dulaney explained.
“I think it takes a lot of
repetitions before they start
to understand what they’re
doing wrong so they can fix it
and make it right.”
It helps to have a little
experience behind you in the
process. The second-year
players contribute to this.
“Our sophomores definitely
have set the tone,” Dulaney
said. “I think they’ve really
pushed our freshmen and
they have done a great job of
telling ‘em what it takes to be
a Bruin volleyball player.”
Because
each
player
understands the game in her
own way, the new players
always have something new
to offer. “Our freshman are
super competitive,” Dulaney
said. “They’ve got great
personalities.”

As a group, the players are
looking forward to conference
play, which begins September
23. Prior to that, SLCC will
continue to test its strength
against top-ranked teams.
Last weekend they travelled
to Houston, Texas, where they
went 2-2 on the trip.
In terms of season goals,
the Lady Bruins want to
win the conference, as that
will allow them to host the
conference tournament at the
end of the regular season.
“Where we go depends
upon who is the winner of
the conference,” Dulaney
explained. “Hopefully, that’s
us. We’d like to stay home;
we love our crowds and we
like having our family come
watch, and friends.”
If success is found at the
conference tournament, a

repeat appearance at nationals
would be the next step toward
a great season.
Although the season is
fresh, both the players and
coaches know that every
game counts. “How we
do now sets us up for that
because our conference is
tough,” Dulaney explained.
For SLCC, each weekend
puts them up against a topranked team. Between now
and the time for conference
play, each game should be
an opportunity for the team
to face a challenge and learn
from it.
In terms of college play,
SLCC is third in the nation
right now. “We’d like to stay
there; we have a big target
on our backs and I think
that’s gonna refocus us a little
bit… and I think it’ll give us

Book

Continued from page A4

SLCC student Nicolas Shelton, creator of BookRenew.com

Photo by Dana Graham

to put your phone number.
If you don’t want the email
in there, you don’t have to
use the email. We’ve built a
custom email as well.”
As for the site itself, it
is easy to use, interactive
and personable even, in
a reflection of its creator.
As new users set up an
account it is a pleasant
experience, particularly with
the knowledge that just by
signing up for the website
and confirming their new
account, students are entered
into a drawing where they
have the chance to win an
iPad2.
The next happy surprise

confidence, too.”
SLCC’s next home game
is also the conference opener,
Friday, September 23 against
North Idaho College at 7:00
p.m. College of Southern
Idaho comes to town a day
later at 3:00 p.m.The games

will be held at the Taylorsville
Redwood Campus and are
free with a OneCard.
For a complete profile
listing of each player and
team schedule, visit www.
slccbruins.com.

Photo by David Hubert

Brittani Cole puts one down in the middle while
Brooke Hansen looks on.
exists in the signup itself, as
the site shows you step by
step how to start, leaving one
feeling like they’ve just been
introduced to a new person.
In a way, you are, as the text
and concept of BookRenew.
com are a reflection of its
author. It is innovative, it’s
creative, and it’s something
that’s constantly changing for
the better.
“Websites are cool and all,
and I love the idea of the web,
but it’s not done yet. The fact
is that everyone has a cell
phone in their pocket but
internet is not everywhere.
So I’m working on different
applications and different
ideas where you’ll be able
to text in if you have an
account…You don’t have to
be at a computer. If a book is

purchased on the site, it texts
you. So you don’t have to
check your email or anything
else,” Shelton said.
BookRenew.com is a
definite mix of both the future
and the present, with more
surprises to come.
“All that I do is think
about ideas, all day long. My
notebook is seriously full of
lists of things that I want to
build,” Shelton said.
To check out the site, visit
w w w. B o o k R e n e w. c o m ,
Also, to contact Shelton with
any questions, email him at
support@bookrenew.com”
Right now SLCC is the
only school to be connected
to BookRenew.com, but
show your support by visiting
and help expand it to other
universities.
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Warrior is
a knockout
Stephen Romney
Arts Reporter
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When I say the phrase “sports movie,” what may come
to mind are films such as Field of Dreams or Remember
the Titans. When I say “martial arts movie,” perhaps you
are thinking of films such as Enter the Dragon or Fists of
Fury. It starts to get a tad tricky when I ask people to think
about a film centered around mixed martial arts. People’s
responses range from gritty movies like Fight Club to
some of the SyFy Channel schlock that stars UFC fighters.
With the director of Miracle at the helm of Warrior, you
get a fairly good idea of what kind of movie you’re in for,
as this film offers us a Rocky-styled experience.
The story of this film focuses on two brothers, Brendon,
played by Joel Edgerton, and Tommy, played by Tom
Hardy. Both brothers have a strained relationship with
their father, played by Nick Nolte, and with each other.
Unique circumstances cause the two brothers to take up
MMA fighting and enter the Sparta fighting tournament.
As the trailer suggests, the two brothers end up facing one
another in the ring.
The first thing I noticed with this film is that it didn’t
have the very nasty habit of overusing handheld shots.
While they are plentiful, this film has a nice balance
between handheld shots and stationary shots, something
that has been an annoying trend in the medium as of late.
The cinematography is pretty dynamic and often echoes
the types of shots used in televised UFC bouts.
The drama and character development in this film is
pretty intense, which is surprising for a sports film. These
characters aren’t underdogs who rise up and win the day
like in the sports films of the 80’s. They feel like real
people with very real issues, making it difficult to decide
who you’re rooting for in the climactic fight between the
two brothers.
The intense story is counter-pointed with the fast
pace of the action scenes as the two brothers fight in the
tournament. It’s interesting to note that a few UFC fighters
Warrior/Continued on page A6
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Contagion - the cold you want to catch
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Joseph Meyere

then filling it with over a
dozen incredible actors.
Schadenfreude doesn’t get
There’s a word in
any better than this when
German which best
it’s performed well.
describes Contagion. The
Contagion is a “whatword is schadenfreude,
if” story following a killer
and it means happiness at
virus as it cuts a path of
the misfortune of others.
destruction across the land.
There’s something very
The film follows people
primal in the human
at various parts of the
mind that really gets
drama, from the Center
into watching disaster
for Disease Control to an
movies, which is why
average family, as they all
films like 2012, Outbreak
deal with large numbers
and Titanic do so well
of people dying each day.
at the box office. The
As people start to panic,
only issue with disaster
society comes to the verge
movies is that they’re
of collapse while scientists
almost completely cast
struggle to stop the raging
by low-name actors who
epidemic.
have to follow scripts that
This film isn’t a scenario
have as much emotional
where all of society breaks
intensity and compelling
down, like in Dawn of the
drama as a Captain Planet Dead nor is it a disaster
episode. Contagion shines film where the entire world
above them all by actually is destroyed like in 2012.
having a compelling script, The scariest part of the
Arts Reporter

film is trying to live in a
nightmare world where
society has slowed to a
crawl, and where even the
slightest touch is terrifying.
A lot of the early panic is
reminiscent of the swine
flu scare a couple of years
ago, and any film with a
terror that timely is sure
to definitely freak out the
public.
As for the cast, to
only mention the main
characters wouldn’t only
be a disgrace, it would be
useless. The star power
in this film is ridiculous.
Gwyneth Paltrow (Country
Strong), Matt Damon
(The Adjustment Bureau),
Laurence Fishburne
(CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation), Jude Law
(Repo Men), Marion
Cotillard (La Vie En Rose,
Nine), Jennifer Ehle (The
King’s Speech), Demetri

Martin (Person), Elliott
Gould (The Cape) and
Bryan Cranston (Malcolm
in the Middle) all throw
their collective hats into
the project. Together
they take what could’ve
been a mediocre disaster
movie and turn it into
a spectacular drama set
around a disaster. This
film should win someone
another Oscar.
This is probably the
last big budget film to
come out this summer,
one last refreshing drink
of cool water before the
September-to-Halloween
movie drought. It’s a nice
and tearful wave goodbye,
or a grand finale that will
be talked about for years to
come.
Contagion is rated
PG-13 for seeing a lot of
people get sick and drop
dead.

Warrior

Continued from page A5

make cameos in the film, so chances are they were also
consultants to the filmmakers, explaining the realism.
The stunt work in this film is also something to marvel
at, as each strike, throw and pin makes you cringe in your
seat as you see the unlucky character wince in pain. While
gritty choreography is common in most films nowadays,
this film seems to have paid some extra attention to the
detail and mechanics of the techniques performed.
Overall, this film is definitely one worth watching as
we begin the awards season, as it may have The Help on
the ropes when it comes time award the Oscar. Although
it borrows the same tropes from other sports movies like
Miracle, the deep characters and fast-paced action will
keep you engaged until the credits roll. If you’re a sports
movie fan, a UFC fan, or neither, this is a film that you’d
enjoy. On my scale, this film gets a 5/5, a unique entry
into the sports film genre.
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“A schedule
you can manage,
a cost you can
afford.”
— Michael O. Leavitt
Former Utah Governor
and WGU Founder

Western Governors University is designed to fit your busy life. Competency-based, online programs give you the flexibility to work while you learn.
Tuition is charged per term and is low compared to other online colleges and universities. WGU partners with Salt Lake Community College to give
generous transfer credits. SLCC graduates receive:
• A 5% tuition discount on all classes
• A $65 application fee waiver
• Eligibility to apply for Go Further With WGU scholarships
These are just a few of the reasons SLCC graduates should consider attending WGU. Find out more, call 888.882.6204 or visit wgu.edu/SLCC.
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Major savings
with a minor in
stress relief.
Why should getting to college be as expensive as
going to college? With a UTA Student Pass, you,ll
not only save money over regular fares, you,ll
cruise past gas stations, traffic congestion, and
crowded parking lots, too.
Ride UTA and save. Stop by
the Student/ID Center for
more information.

rideuta.com
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